
 
East Town Theatre, 2011 
 
Jarmain's pictures owe some of their formal impact to Detroit's scabrous physical ruins: the camera, a disembodied 
eye, an extract beauties from the textures of decay. His work gets some of its topical edge from Detroit's recent 
declaration of hopeless insolvency. Many critical observers identify the  Motor City's breakdown with the functional 
bankruptcy of industrialism and the moral bankruptcy of finance capitalism 
 
“Jarmain's pictures hit like dispiriting blows against which even denial and victim blaming serve as pitiable defenses. They leave  
us wondering whether to feel sorry for others or for ourselves, which at best might blur the lines of moral exclusion we like to draw.  
San Francisco Chronicle”, Kenneth Baker 2013 
 
American Beauty is the result of a dozen trips to Detroit over a period of five years to research and photograph this 
city’s once-important, now abandoned and disappearing architectures. Even as a child, Jarmain has been drawn to 
dark stories and fascinated by tragedies and dark comedies – tinged with the bitterness of adult experience.  With 
photography as his chosen medium, the abandoned and disappearing buildings of early twentieth-century Detroit 
offered a story with many layers of complexity and irony. By shooting elevations and avoiding complex camera angles, 
the artist attempts to remove the camera from the viewer’s experience creating a composition that provides a sense of 
being within the grand structural spaces as he saw them. It is, however, the fine details within Jarmain’s images, such 
as the handcrafted equipment made of brass, steel, and polished glass, that tell the story of craftsmanship long gone.  
Jarmain attempts to portray the passion that he feels existing in this once great city; his photographs offering a chance 
for a narrative he felt needed to be told and to perhaps provide the potential to effect change. 
 
Biography 

Philip Jarmain grew up near London, Ontario, with part of his childhood spent in Switzerland, Ireland and several 
trips to Mexico, his mother is a textile artist and father an entrepreneur, with many relatives based across the 
border in Michigan, USA. A childhood love of storytelling led to early fascination with film, photography and 
cameras with short dramas shot with an 8 mm wind-up camera becoming a side passion.  His training was in film 
(Vancouver Film School) and years spent honing his craftsmanship as a lighting technician for feature films and 
episodic television and stills photographer for film. Currently based in Vancouver, BC he has been recipient of 
multiple Lürzers Archive and Communication Arts awards as well as other international honours for his commercial 
photography work. American Beauty is Jarmain’s debut art photography compilation. 

The photographs are available in the following dimensions: 
58 x 78 inches, edition of 5  (selected photo’s only) / 30 x 40 inches, edition of 10 / 16 x 21 inches, edition of 10  

All images for the exhibition are listed under Philip Jarmain at:  

http://www.kostuikgallery.com 
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